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INTRODUCTION 

Mosques are the houses of Allah the purest places in the land and have an important place in the 

Islamic city, it is the center of the city and its religious and administrative center, Wherever 

Muslims settled building mosques was one of their priorities the architecture of mosques is the 

prominent characteristic and identity of Islamic architecture, although it is characterized by 

simplicity and free of complexity and exaggeration in construction and this simplicity is the most 

beautiful element in most of mosques and perhaps one of the prides of Muslim architects that They were 

able to create luxurious mosques while preserving the spirit of Islam, which is characterized in 

simplicity. 

 

The research dealt with the study of the most prominent mosques of mesopotamia, the history of their 

construction and developments through the Islamic era, as well as the locations of these 

mosques and their impact on the city's plans, referring to the most prominent novels and events that 

accompanied the construction of these mosques and the personalities that had an impact on their 

establishment. 

 

Definition Of Mosques: - 

 

Mosques are the most beloved places to Allah in the land and the holiest and 

purest places, and it is enough it is honored that Allah almighty has named it 

as the houses of Allah almighty said in his holy book (mosques are the houses 

of Allah ---) 

 

As well as in his saying: {And who are more unjust than those who prevent 

the name of Allah from being mentioned in his mosques and strive toward 

their destruction] 

 

He urged people to build them and their buildings, so that those who exert 

themselves in building they would gain the great reward of Allah and make 
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the honor of building them limited to prophets and believers. Allah almighty 

said in his holy book {and when Abraham, and Ishmael with him, raised up 

the foundations of the house :our lord receive this from us:thou art the all-

hearing, the all knowing} 

 

The mosque, as stated in the "Arabs tongue", every place where it is 

worshipped is a mosque,  (4) as the Messenger of Allah said: "you made The 

earth as worshipping and a purity to me " (5) and Allah mentioned in his holy 

book that the first mosque in the saying of Almighty: {The first house was 

placed in Baka for the people as blessing and guidance to the worlds}(6). 

 

All that was worship to the Muslims in their first era was the mosque, and 

when life flourished to the Muslims and the Islamic area was extended and the 

number of Muslims increased, each city became have more than one mosque 

and the word "mosque" began to appear alongside the word Jamee because it 

is the place where the worshippers meet, (7) and the mosque that gathers its 

people is called mosque because it is a sign of meeting,(8) The two words 

(mosque and Jamee) have become synonymous, they have the same meaning 

in the minds of the people nowadays they have one concept although the first is 

intended to say the word in general and the second is intended to be allocated, 

because each Jamee is at the same time a mosque and not every mosque is a a 

Jamee.()9 

 

According to one of the researchers, only the religious idea dictated its system 

in the prophet'smosque(), and that he wanted to put this system or architectural 

edifice to  fit to perform one goal is prayer, () but we differ with this opinion 

,the opinion of the researcher that the10 mosque in Islam was limited to 

performing one function, or that it was created for that function only, the idea 

may be at the beginning limited to prayer and worship, but the mosque later In 

addition to being a place of worship, prayer and meeting, the mosque has a 

major role, as it is the center of interdependence between the individualization 

of the Islamic community, where worshippers meet to perform prayers and 

exchange views, as well as mosques were a center for acquiring all kinds of 

science and knowledge in various fields of life, and then became a center of 

intellectual and cultural start-up, so I returned mosques of religious, political 

and social necessity as well, so we will address the most famous mosques of 

the country beyond the end 11in details. 

 

Bukhari Province: - 

 

One of the largest and most beautiful regions of Mesopotamia, the Muslim 

geographers and travellers were confused in describing it, and the author of 

The Borders of the World describing it that it is a wet place with many fruits 

and running water, () and Al-Qazwaini said about it (a great city famous in 

mesopotamia, the author of the picture book said I did not see or hear that in 

all the countries of Islam a city is better than Bukhara). ()12 

 

While al-Hamri described it as a large country that oversees cities with13many 

trees, al-kateey said it is one of the greatest 14 cities in Mesopotamia as well as 

al-Yaqoot said it is a picnic with many orchards of various fruits there is no 
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city in khurasan or Mesopotamia just like the beauty of Bukhara in addition to 

its charming nature and goodness, this city has a great place and status, it is 

recounted by Huthaifa Ibn al—yaman about The Prophet of Allah, 15 "a city 

behind the river will open it will named as Jayjon, Bukhara, fraught with 

mercy wrapped in angels, its people are victorious who is sleeping in it on his 

bed like wielding his sword for the sake of Allah." ()16 

In another speech recounted about Jibril, he mentioned a city that is said to  be 

luxurious,which its Bukhara, people asked the Messenger of Allah,why you called 
it Luxurios  ", he said that one day it will boasts among the cities in the large 

number of martyrs." ()17 

The gatherings f Khurasan is the largest gatherings in Mesopotamia according 

to those coming from 18 Khorasan province, the first province behind the 

Jayjon River from the east, , separated from the Khorasan region by Jayjon 

River, and its area is at least a twelve parsec multiplied by twelve parsec , the 

distance 19 between it and Samarkand about seven days, and it is on flat 

ground,  () in the fifth province it20 was said in the fourth province its width 

about thirty six degrees and fifty minutes it were 21considered among the cities 

of Khorasan, and were the administrative headquarters of Khorasanprovince. () 22 

It is of this importance to the mosques that we note that the construction of 

mosques was a priority for the Muslims in establishing of Islamic cities or 

when they opened, so we see that the first action taken by Qutaiba bin 

Musallam after the opening of bukhara city is to build the mosque in the 

year(94 Ah/712AD)and the aim of building the mosque was to consolidate and 

stabilize Islam in that 23city, as well as to spread the teachings of the heavenly 

religion, and to make it as well a center of intellectual radiation During the 

meeting of people on Fridays. 

 

It is recounted that The position built by Qutaiba as a Battalion of the Mosque 

is said to have been formerly an idol house, which was inside the Bukhara fort, 
24 and most likely was a Buddhist temple inside the castle, al-Idrisy referring 

to the position of the battalion as at the door of the Kasbah in the city. ()25 

 

Therefore, we know how important the mosque is to the plans of the Islamic 

city, and usually chooses a suitable location, often in the heart of the city, 

close to other city facilities in order to make it easier for people to reach it. 

 

The mosque had many doors leading to the plans of the city, and perhaps al-

Narashkhi mentioned to us a novel about the doors of the Mosque of Bukhara, 

telling us the story of those doors on which he saw pictures of the face and he 

left what was in it and said: "I asked my teacher who put these doors first" and 

mentions that he was a muammar man and he answered his question that these 

doors brought from the palaces of the rich that were outside the city, These 

rich people did not come to the mosque to perform the petitions because they 

were full of the dorms who gave them Qatiba for those who perform prayers 

inthemosque, and on Friday the Muslims went to the doors of those palaces 

and invited them to pray Friday and urged them to attend. When the mosque 

expanded, they put those doors and the pictures of scraped faces on it and he 

let it as it is.and he said I asked my teacher who was an old man who brought 

those doors and he answered, those doors belongs to the palaces of the rich 

people which were outside the city , those people were not coming to the 
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mosque to do their religious duties they were un interested in gaining two 

dirhams which Qutaiba was paying it to whom pray in the mosque, on Friday 

muslims went to those palaces doors and invited people to the Fridays pray 

and muslims insisted on it so the rich people refused and they start to hit 

muslims by stones from the roofs of the palaces that led to a battel between 

them ended with the victory for the muslims and they uprooted the palaces 

doors and brought it to the mosque every one of those rich people was 

engraving his idol on his door when the mosque expanded muslims put those 

doors and scraped the idols faces ,After the spread of Islam and the 

entrenchment of the faith in them and the entry of a large number of them into 

the Islamic religion and the increase of the Islamic State in mesopotamia, the 

Mosque of Qutaiba is no longer enough to expand for this number of 

worshippers, until the prince of Khorasan became in the time of Harun al-

Rasheed (170-193Ah / 787 -809 AD) Al-Fadl bin Yahya bin Khalid al-

Barmaki (),26gathered the people of Bukhara and Bulit the city mosque In 154 

Ah /770 AD, they arrived they arrived to the mosque in friday. ()27 

 

Al-Narashkhi recalls that when the mosque was built, the mosque was 

disrupted as well, and it became a diwan for the taxes, and no one had a great 

impact in building the mosque just like Ben Yahya al-Barmaki, he spent a lot 

of money on it, and was the first to order to put lights in the mosques in 

Ramadan () 28and all those who come after Ben yahya develops it until the time 

of Prince Ismail al- Samani (29) He bought a lot of houses, and expanded the 

size of the mosque increased to third.()30 

 

One of the painful stories narrated by Al-Narashkhi is the collapse of the 

mosque on the worshippers in the days of Prince Said Nasr bin Ahmed bin 
31Ismail (),it mentions that on a Friday in the month of Ramadan and during the 

presence of worshippers in the mosque collapsed in a push and a lot of people 

perished and condolences were held throughout the city, and some of them 

were taken out and still alive but were dying after a while, and some others 

were with broken bones. ()32 

 

It is said that in the incident of the collapse of the mosque perished many in the 

whole city so that the city of Bukhara remained empty, and then rebuilt after 

the cooperation of the inhabitants of the city and with the help of Sultan AnzK 

until it was done in one year, () 33but this building did not last long, the 

following year the mosque collapsed and was demolished from both sides of 

the qibla, but fortunately there were no people at that moment and they rebuilt 

it again. ()34 

 

It is noteworthy that the one who built the lighthouse is Minister Abu Abdullah 

al-Jihani (),35 from his own funds in five years in the year (306 Ah / 918 AD), 

when he was then minister of the Sultan, () the mosque was burned when the 

war broke out between the shams al-mulek Nasr bin Ibrahim and his brother 

Ibrahim bin 36Tamgaj. ()37 

 

Shams al-mulk went to Bukhar and finished its siege, shams al-mulk fought at 

the door of the siege of Bukhara, so they threw arrows from the lighthouse of 

the mosque, so Shams ordered to fire from the siege and the head of the 
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lighthouse was wood so it is burned and the fire spread to the mosque and 

burned it in year of(460 Ah / 106 AD). ()38 

 

After the shams al-mulk took over the siege and after he became the King of 

Bukhara, he ordered to build the mosque again, and to dig a trench between the 

siege and the mosque, and they built the head of the lighthouse from briquette 

after it was wood and he also ordered to keep the cabin() 39 and the house in 

which the cabin is far from The siege, in the year (461 Ah/ 1068 AD), ()it is 

narrated that the 40cabin, pulpit and niche in Bukhara shams al-mulk had 

ordered to sculpt it in Samarkand, and it was engraved and brought To 

Bukhara, the mosque remained as such until the days of Arslan Khan 

Muhammad binSuleiman, he ordered to build the mosque far from the siege so 

that there would41 be no defect, as happened in the time of Shams al-Mulk. ()42 

It is narrated that Arslan Khan have bought many houses in the city and ordered 

that the mosques part, which was close to the siege, to be demolished and the 

lighthouse, which was close to the siege should be demolished and its 

establishment in the city, was so luxurious and beautiful that there is no one 

just like it43anywhere. ()44 

 

But this lighthouse, which was called luxury and beauty, did not last long, as it 

soon fell on the mosque and collapsed on a third of it, and all the engraved and 

coned wood was destroyed, so Arslan Khan ordered again to set up the 

lighthouse, and they exaggerated in its tightening and made its head of bricks, 

It is noteworthy that he spent on the construction of the mosque from his own 

money, in the year (515 Ah / 1121 AD), () and the Mosque of45 Arslan Khan 

remained standing until the Genghis Khan invade to Bukhara in the year (617 

Ah / 1220 AD) its lighthouse, built in521 Ah/1127 AD), is still lofty to this 

day, telling us the story of the greatest civilizations that prevailed in these 

Muslim countries. ()46 

 

The mosque in Bukhara consisted of several elements, and each element or 

group of these architectural elements was created by one of the kings of 

Bukhara. The five inner corridors 47 and two corridors overlooking the city 

with the lighthouse are built by Arslan Khan, while the largest corridor and the 

cabin are built by shams al-mulk, and between these corridors there are two 

inner corridors, which brought the siege close to the ruins of Prince Ismail al-

Samani, It was built in the year(289 Ah /902 AD) and the other corridor in the 

side of Khorasans prince house was built by Prince Al-Hamid Noah bin Nasr 

bin Ismail al-Samani (340 Ah /48 951 AD). ()49 

 

I would like to point out here that there is a house of worship in Bukhara for The 

Fire, where they worshipped fire. This temple was established near a place 

where a market is held every year. When people gathered on market day they 

entered that house and worshipped fire. This house of fire remained until the 

Islamic era. When Muslims were strengthened, they built a mosque there, 

which is now known as the Mach Mosque, a steam mosque. "When the 

Muslims were strengthened, they built that mosque in its 50place, which is 

today one of bukhara's most important mosques," it  is called Makh’s 

mosque.Narshkhi mentioned that when the muslims strengthened they built the 

mosque instead of the fire house. 
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It is located in the center of the city close to the market, it consists of a tunnel it 

was believed that it have been the foundation of the temple or the house, it has 

six columns and a simple niche, topped with two large ribbed domes, and most 

likely these domes and niche were placed in the Samani  era because it is a 

feature of The Samanian Islamic architecture, and there are two stones fixed at 

the top of the door written on them the restoration of the mosque during the 

Samani rule and this mosque still exists to this day. () 51 

 

It is understood from the words of al-Narashkhi that the Mach Mosque or the 

Temple of Mach, that the mosque , was converted after the Muslims 

strengthened in the periods following the Islamic Conquest, in addition to this 

Mach’s Mosque was in Al-Ruba'a, while the Great Bukhara’s Mosque was  in  

the city. ()52 

 

There is another famous mosque in the city of Bukhara, specifically at the new 

door called "Drno", which is a Persian word that means the new door and it is 

located near the house of Mr. Abu Hafs, which is called the Mosque of Al-

Qurashin in relation to the fighter bin Suleiman al-Qurashi, who 53 resided 

there. ()54 

 

There is not a city that opened by Muslims without a mosque in the 

mesopotamia country, and the first city that opened by Muslims had a mosque, 
() 55 this mosque was highly elegant in its construction and 56 the decoration of 

its niches, there is not another mosque such like this mosque in mesopotamia, 
() 57it was gilded and studded with precious stones that made it surpass all the 

niches ofmesopotamia, The village of Nur, one of58 Bukhari's villages, 59 also 

had a mosque. ()60 

 

Al-Tawawees greatest city among Bukhara’s five cities which was inside 

the61Great Wall, () where there was a mosque, 62  () and the city of Kermena, 

which al-Hamri made one of 63Bukhara’s cities,  had a mosque and a pulpit. 
()64 

 

It is worth mentioning that the village of Askekt, which is located on four 

parsecs from Bukhara on Samarkand Road, () did not have a mosque until the 

days of65 King Shams al-mulk Nasr bin Ibrahim bin Tamgaj Khan, and there 

was a man of this village named (Salara Brothers), and he was a decent man 

had many parents and brothers,and one among other workers of the Sultan, he 

built a mosque from his own money, this mosque was very beautiful, and he 

spent a lot of money on it, He held Friday prayers there, 66but the Imams of 

Bukhara did not allow friday prayers in this mosque and did not allow them to 

be held, thus disrupting the mosque and later selling its timber to Khan bin 

Gabriel bin Omar bin Taghrakhan ( ),67prince of Bukhara, he bought the timber 

of that mosque from the heirs and demolished it and moved its timber to 

Bukhara. ()68 

 

The same situation in the village of Sharkh, which did not have a mosque until 

Arslan Khan Mohammed built a mosque from his own money, as well as the 

city69of Zendana, which had 70a mosque and where Friday prayers wereheld, 

and the city of Ramtin or Zamin had a mosque in the center of the city and the 
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Ramteen or Zamteen71(), which is older than Bukhara and it was the 

headquarters of kings from the old time 72(), It is likely that Abu Musallam al-

Khorasani built the mosque of this city, because al-Narashkhi mentions that 

Abu Musallam's was resident in Ramteen on the days of his arrival in Bukhara. 
()73 

 

Al-Maqdisi classified cities on the basis of the existence of mosques, and said 

in his classification" as we mentioned and here are large villages cities that do 

not lack the fees of cities and their machines except the mosque", () and this is 
74explained by the fact that Prince B Buhari and the sultan,whose opinion is 

the most important Abu Hanifa and we have no Friday and no honoring except 

in Egypt a mosque where the border is established. ()75 

 

We cannot fail to mention that the Kasbah of Afshneh, where the Islamic 

conqueror Qutaiba ibn Musallam built a mosque in (91 Ah /708 AD), as well 

as Muhammad bin Wassah() built 76 a mosque as well, the prayers are blessed 

with it, () 77 Barthold is likely to be the Afshana which is the village of Masjid 

mentioned in Al-Tabari, ()78 in addition to these cities and kasbahs, is the 

Kasbah of Nour, which is one of the holy cities of the people of Bukhara, and 

its visit to them is considered as a visit to Mecca, they were come Every year 

to visit this city and gain its blessing, () and79 it had a mosque, () 80 it should be 

noted that there are many mosques mentioned in the historical sources in 

Bukhara, but we can not locate these mosques or their history, but we only 

refer to them, including the Mosque of Sham, () and the Mosque of 
81Khadmenken, which was located outside the Bukhara Wall, which is one of 

the mosques where Friday prayers were held, described by sources as having a 

pulpit and sermon, () and also 82 () The imam of this mosque was Sheikh Al-

Zahid Abu Bakr Mohammed bin Ali bin Mohammed al-Nujabadhi, where he 

went to the Bukhara’s Mosque to hold the Reminder Council, and he collected 

a book in the virtues of enforcement and morality called it (martee al-nather), 

as well as the Mosque of83 Verbar or Verb, whose walls and roof were built of 

briquette 84 so bukhara’s mosques were described as the most pompous 

mosques. () 85 

 

The spread and proliferation of mosques in Mesopotamia is due to the interest 

of sultans and princes in building mosques. ()86 

 

Al-Sadegh Province: - 

 

The Kasbah of the al-sadegh Province is the city of Samarkand it is one of the 

greatest, the most reluctant and have a large number of men, It is said that the 

first who founded it, is Kikaus, Ibn Kiqabad, there87is not on the earth a city 

that is kinder, better than Samarkand. ()88 

 

 89 90"it is narrated about Anes Ben Malek that the messenger of Allah there 

is a city called al- Mahfouza,also named as shamarkhand but Arabs localize it 

as samarkhand. Samarkand situated in the southern part of al-sadegh’s valley. 

In the fifth province its length according to the ancient measures is about 

twelve parsec, while al-yaqoot mentioned that it is located in the fourth 

province and its length is about thirty six and a half degrees. 
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Samarkand occupied a privileged commercial location because it was located 

on the Silk Road,where the merchants gathered and most of the goods located 

in Samarkand, and then spread to the rest of the cities. ()91 

 

This city has gone through a period of destruction and destruction as a result 

of conflicts and wars several times, so that the traveler Ibn Battuta mentioned 

that destruction. ()92 

 

Samarkand lived its golden age after Tamerlang took it as a capital in the late 

14th century AD and was never preceded by a sultan in taking Samarkand as a 

capital, ()93 

 

Samarkand was the capital of the Province of Saqhed and the second most 

prominent city of Mesopotamia, after Bukhara from a religious and political 

point of view, and it also had many mosques, the first of these mosques was 

the Mosque of Samarkand, which is located in the city at the castle, () 94and the 

mosque was separated from the castle by a wide road in the west of the castle , 
() 95and this mosque was so large that it was estimated as a city, () 96 Al-Hamri 

explains why the mosque is so large that the people of Samarkand they follow 

al-Hanafia doctrine so they are far and can not see the prayer in two mosques, 

so if it prayed at noon on Friday, they would ride and settled in places near the 

mosque to get close to Friday prayer, () and it is more likely that the Mosque of 

Samarkand dates back to the days of the97 Islamic opening of this city, where 

historical after fierce battles between them (on condition they empty the city 

from fighters) In order to build a mosque and put a pulpit for him, Qutaiba 

entered the city in98 93 Ah(809 AD)after they evacuated the city and built the 

mosque he entered the mosque, and the pulpit and gave a speeches. ()99 

 

One of the strange novels that shows the ability and creativity of the Muslim 

man in the field of Islamic art and architecture is that the Mosque of 

Samarkand, which is located inside the castle and is more likely to be the first 

and main mosque in the city, was called the Mosque of(laklakah), because 

when you entered walking in the mosque you make a sound like (stork-stork) 

this was strange and magical and no one knows the secret in this voice. ()100 

 

Architectural creativity probably simulates the Islamic civilization and 

harnessed all possibilities to serve the teachings of the new religion, and the 

purpose of amplifying the sound in this spot of the mosque,it is often in the 

middle of the dome, in order to convey the voice of the imam and the preacher 

to all of the worshippers in the mosque, then it is replaced by the speakers that 

were not familiar at that historical era. 

 

Samarkand's neighborhoods and streets were not without mosques, and 

samarkand's creativity was not limited to the main mosques, which, as we 

have mentioned, usually occupy a central position in the city's lines. 

 

While Other mosques were usually in the middle of residential neighborhoods, 

including the Attarin Mosque, which Mohie al-ddin al-Hanti mentioned when 

he translated it into Muhammad bin Abdul Karim bin Abd Bin Isa, the ruling 
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Imam of Samarkand, who was studying in Samarkand at the Attarin Mosque. 
()101 

There is also the Al-Manara Mosque, where the jurist Idris bin Hamza bin Ali 

al-Shami he lived, in Samarkand and taught shafi'i scholars in al-Manara 

Mosque, () and there are many102 mosques mentioned by Al-Nasfi when he 

was translating for Samarkand scholars, including Abu Al-Abbas al-Qayyad, () 

as well as the 103Masjid Saqqat mukatel, ()and 104Al-Fadhil bin Iyad’s mosque, () 

and105 theMosque of Bakrin, () and the Shahweh106 Mosque, () 107 and Ras 

Saqqah Abu Abdul RahmanMosque, as well as 108the Al-Sagha Mosque, as well 

as the Bilal bin Ismail Al-Muqra109 Mosque. ()110 

 

However, historical sources did not mention the details of these mosques, the 

date of their construction and the historical stages they went through, as they 

were contained in the translations of some personalities whose names were 

associated with the names of some of them, apparently those mosques were 

local mosques and were not where Friday prayers and other central worship 

matters were held. 

 

Kish or Kis,which is far two stages from Samarkand,and it had a mosque, 

followed by three stages of the Nesf’s city, where its mosque was located in 

Its Land near the city's markets and the principality house, 111 (i.e., in the 

center of al-Ruba'a, and Nesf’s city , which had two villages (Kasba and Bzda) 

each of them with a mosque, which Al-Idrisi mentioned by112 saying: "They 

are small cities with mosques, platforms and groups." ()113 

 

Fergana: - 

 

It is a province at the top of the Sihun River and included a group of villages 

and kasbahs, and the Kasbah of Fergana was the city of Aksketh, which is 

considered as the capital of The Province of Fergana and the seat of the prince 

and workers, and this city is located on the shash river, on an area of flat land 

between it and the mountains about one parsec, which is galilee’s city on the 

north of the river and has a large land, and and it is far from Kuba about three 

stages. ()114 

 

One of the most prominent cities in the region is The City of kuba, one of the 

most beautiful cities in Fergana,  it is far from the city of Fergana in about ten 

parseces,  and115 it is said that it’s builder is Anusharwan and reached it people 

from every house and named it (Azhar Khana)  which means  it was built by 

every house Fargana province has been characterized by many mosques, and it 

is said that there are forty platforms, and there is not a city with more villages 

than Fergana, ()and its116 kasbah Aksekth its mosque was outside of the 

Kunduz, ()while Kuba, which is in the second rank after Aksekth in terms of area, 

it has a mosque named Hassan, () and its mosque was117 in Kunduz () 118Inside 

the castle. 

 

It is followed by the city of Osh, a city in the province of Fergana, described as 

the beauty because of its gardens and rivers and it is that said it 119 have a 

mountain called Bracco, and at the top of this mountain between the river and 

gardens there is a mosque called (al-jawzaa), and this mosque had a wide 
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outdoor,it is a square of a little green mile in the color of clover, whose it’s 

sides are surrounded by shadows and delight, in which all guests and travelers 

rest, () 120 Barthold mentioned that it’s mosque was in the middle of the 

markets. ()121 

 

And Kind, sometimes known as "Kind bAdam", is a122 city in fergana, its 

mosque inside the city, and Ozkand it’s mosque is near the Kunduz and the 

markets inside the 123 wall, () 124 as well as the kasbah of khairlam which had 

hassan’s mosque in the markets, ()while Ishtekhan had a small mosque and its 

mosque was in the markets, () and the125 big kasbah of Beshbeshan which had 

a mosque has a door to the field, () 126 and Bernk is a small town, which it’s 

mosque in the country,and a small lighthouse and also on there is a river in the 

door of the mosque, and Ranjed which is with many farms and a mosque. ()127 

And Teshan A large, populated courtyard, and it’s mosque in Krabisen, 

Azarkhan a medium- sized city -filled with trees, at the door of the mosque is 

a wooded garden, () and there is also the khasaba of marginan which is a small 

city has a far away mosque and there is a river at the mosque’s door,Reshtan is 

a big khasaba has a mosque with two doors one of them in the market and the 

other one is in the square . 

 

It’s worth to be mentioned that the location of the mosque is according to the 

city’s lines as we mentioned an important matter earlier and also according to 

the sources of water because we know that worshipping especially in the 

islamic religion require personal cleanliness and purity so we note that the 

locations of mosques requiring a source of water to use it in ablution 

 

Aspejab: 

 

********** 

Aspejaj province considered as one of mesopotamia’s provinces and it is the 

second province after farghana which is located towards the sun rising in the 

east side according to the Al_maqdisi classification and it is the only province 

in mesopotamia that there is no taxes in it and the khasaba of this province 

called Aspejab it is big with a lot of conferments and the seat of the Sultan is 

in it.it is situated at the furthest side of farghana and it is the beginning of 

Al_turk al_khazlachia .the province consisted of a group of cities just like 

Bathkhet which is located far from Aspejab about one stage and one of 

Aspejab’s cities is spanikth which is the khasaba of kanjed ,while Aspejab 

province or Aspejaf and it’s khasaba named according to the province name 

and it’s khasaba was with many gardens and it is a fully city .it’s mosque has 

four doors and there is a guard for each door one of those doors named 

Nojekith the other one is Ferhan the third one is Shakettah and the fourth one 

is Bukhara ,Ibn Howkel mentioned that the mosque was inside the city it is 

sound that the doors of the mosque which al_maqdisi had built for Aspejab’s 

mosque are the doors of the city not of the mosque . One of the most important 

cities of Aspejab province is Farab city or it is Barab which is sometimes was 

referred as one of Aspejab’s khasabas ,it’s mosque was inside the forte 

,chameshlago is of Aspejab’s cities which had a mosque that is far away from 

markets ,while Arsepathneck or Spanikth it’s mosque was inside the city and 

had a wide gardens,Shauger is wide and it’s mosque was at the market’s side , 
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in addition to those cities there is the city of soran or sabran which is a big city 

and it’s mosque was inside it ,Belaj was a small city and it’s mosque was near 

the market ,Boorokh city which is al_maqdisi described it as an ancient city 

with a big mosque and mareket as well as Athekheth is big with a forte which 

the mosque was built inside the forte . 

 

Shash 

 

********* 

Shash is the third province according to al_turk country as mentioned in 

al_maqdisi classification which is considered as the biggest province of 

mesopotamia and khurasan in area .this province has many cities therefor it is 

considered as the biggest islamic province and it is the best country in 

mesopotamia.the reason behind it is very wide in area that al_shash province 

and Elak are connected with each other by the constructions and it is look like 

as one city and there is nothing separates them so they are too wide in area is 

about two or three days of walking there is no city big or wide in mesopotamia 

such as al_shash and Elak .in this province about three hundreds of mosques in 

the fourth century of Hijra this indicates that there are many mosques in this 

province ,but may be the reason behind this large number of mosques related 

to give al-shash province the religious character , Brnkith is the khasaba of al-

shash’s province ,it’s mosque on the kahendiz’s wall ,while the city of 

Benakith the second city in al-shash province which has a mosqur in the 

market ,Teraz city is one of the important cities for muslims in al- shash 

province it was a center for the trade for muslims and and the Turkish people 

it has a lot of orchards it’s mosque was in the market .Elak is connected with 

al_shash province and there is nothing separates them ,they are connected 

constructions so they considered as one of al_shash’s cities ,al_estakhri 

mentioned that Elak has many of pulpits just like 

sekaket,banchkhash,nokith,balian,arbilikh,nomothlek,nekith,khemrik,biscut 

and others. 

 

It is worthy to mention that the expression of pulpit means one of the 

mosque’s elements ,the mosque which have a pulpit is specialised in speeches 

and Fridays prayer and the ceremonies of the two islamic Eids and it is also an 

administrative centre referring to the major cities in the province ,the plans of 

the cities including the pulpits and the caliphs or the princes who decide where 

the pulpit should be build.and this is mentioned by al-muqdisi when he talked 

about bakened he said (bakened’s people were very tired until they built the 

pulpit) Benakith or Benakit and the Persian called it Fenakith it is located on 

the right side of cehon’s river ,al_muqdisi said about it that it is not immune 

city and it’s mosque is in the market, Bomjekth or Bonjekth city is considered 

as a khasaba in the province and it is a seat for princes and workers ,and it has 

a mosque inside the Kahendiz city.while Mersmenda city it us a good city but 

don’t have orchards or gardens it has a running river and it is very cold so it 

was empty of plants ,But it is architectural it has a mosque near the market 

side ,one of Ashrusana cities is Zameen’s city it is on the river side . 

 

The location of the mosque is on the right as you are going towards 

Sumerkand .this was one of the most important mosques in mesopotamia 
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actually this statistic is not counting all the mosques in the islamic world 

.Because there is not an islamic country without a number of mosques ,But the 

researcher tried to mention most of it . 

 

CONCLUSION 

************** 

At the end if the research I have to refer to the results that I reached 

throughout the studying of the mosques in mesopotamia such as 1-The 

mosques were widely spread in mesopotamia as soon as the muslims arrived 

to those countries , the number of the mosques reached a three hundreds 

mosques in some of the provinces 2_The mosques occupied the most 

important places in the centre of Mesopotamia’s countries and became as a 

centre according to the lines of the islamic city ,usually it were occupy the 

centre of the city in which there is the seats of the princes ,palaces and markets 

3- the interest of building mosques by caliphs and sultans is continued through 

the islamic ages .those mosques became such as a beautiful master piece of art 

throughout the inscriptions and decorations in their elements. 

4-A lot of a new elements were added to the constructions of the mosques in 

mesopotamia just like the lofty pulpits that have inscriptions on it and other 

elements of the mosque 5- The mosques of Mesopotamia enriched the 

intellectual movement in Mesopotamia until they produced many jurists, 

scholars, intellectuals and historians who supported the intellectual movement 

with many works, which gave rise to science in those mosques. 
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